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Introduction
Emergency responders require customized map-based decision support systems at various
decision making levels: strategic, operational, and tactical, to facilitate situational awareness
during emergency events. Examples include a traf ic accident in a densely populated area
and planning an evacuation action of inhabitants of settlements exposed to a storm surge
event. Map-based emergency tools are also of value to third-party actors who can use them,
for example, to gain a comprehensive overview of an emergency event, to gain information
about what is going on, who is aﬀected and who is involved.
An extensive variability of emergency tasks depending on responders' organizational
belonging, role, objectives and occupationally speci ic knowledge, causes that map-based
decision support systems are equipped with manifold map functions. Moreover, the diversity
of those functions is also in luenced by the diversity regarding software producers,
technologies used, and graphical user interfaces. All those issues impede gaining common
user skills among emergency responders and thus, hinder ef icient collaboration between
them. Therefore, to help users gain a comprehensive overview, this inventory summarizes
map functions desired by Norwegian emergency responders in their operations. To better
systematize knowledge and make the inventory reader friendly, all described map functions
are grouped into categories and illustrated using screen shots from the selection of tools
used by Norwegian emergency responders, and accompanied by adequate references.
An essential aspect of decision making processes during emergency events concerns resource
management. All those emergency responders who engage own resources such as police
and medical service, prioritize optimization of resource management as the safety of own
of icers and quick and ef icient response are always of primary importance. Therefore, such
emergency responders use map-based Common Operational Picture (COP) tools to, irst of
all, manage own resources and perform operational analysis related to own resources
as well as to conduct auxiliary analysis that provides a better understanding of the context.
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A numer of existing map-based tools used by emergency actors such as the Norwegian
Directorate for Civil Protection (DSB), Norwegian Coastal Administration (Kystverket), and
the Norwegian Clean Seas Association for Operating Companies (NOFO) oﬀer a combination
of functions that prioritizes strategic planning through a comprehensive insight into
the emergency situation. Such map-based Common Situational Picture (CSP) tools facilitate
decision making processes through lexible modi ication of data display and visualization
as well as through a rich functionality enabling multifaceted situational analysis. Those tools
also enable emergency responders to create and add information about events and their
contexts, for example, by reporting observations and by administrating emergency incidents.
This report presents functions that have been both implemented in existing COP and CSP
map-based tools as well as functions that are of potential value to such tools. The lack of
concise studies about map functions implemented in emergency tools, makes this inventory
of value to those who use them and develop them. Furthermore, this inventory may trigger
further discussion about map functions essential for emergency responders and how to
combine manifold map functions into ef icient emergency tools.
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1.1

Layer manager
Temakartvelger
Examples of use
Kystinfo
Kystinfo Beredskap
NOFO COP
DSB Kart
BarentsWatch Arealverkt y

https://kart.kystverket.no
https://beredskap.kystverket.no
https://cop.nofo.no
https://kart.dsb.no
https://kart.barentswatch.no

Description
Layer manager is essential for map-based tools since it lists layers that can be presented in map display and therefore, lets
users decide about the content and information complexity. Layer manager provides information about objects represented
in speci ic layers and often plays the role of a map key (legend) to visually encode meaning of various map symbols. Layer
manager enables mody ing layer opacity and helps manage the display order of the layers. It also gives access to data tables
and analytical functions.

Exemplary implementation
BarentsWatch Arealverkt y
https://kart.barentswatch.no

Layer manager lists all layers of the map and lets users enable or disable them.
The layers at the top of the layer manager draw on top of those below them.

Layer manager lets users sort
and analyse enabled layers.

Either speci ic layers
or categories and
subcategories
can be disabled
and enabled.

Layers are accompanied by graphic icons that let users get insight into corresponding
objects. Here, informs that the layer can be iltered,
informs that a table can be
displayed, and
informs that corresponding metadata and settings can be inspected.

References
Temakartvelger Adaptive (Asplan Viak Internet, published 27.06.2018)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4J0Jrur8LaQ&ab_channel=AsplanViakInternet
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1.2

Bookmarks
Bokmerker
Examples of use
Kystinfo
Kystinfo Beredskap
NOFO COP
DSB Kart

https://kart.kystverket.no
https://beredskap.kystverket.no
https://cop.nofo.no
https://kart.dsb.no

Description
The bookmarks functionality enables users to save a speci ic map extent and a map con iguration that users want as reference
later. For example, a user can create a bookmark that identi ies an area of an emergency incident. Additionally, the map is
con igured in a speci ic way, with a number of enabled layers and created objects. As the user pans and zooms around the map,
after saving a bookmark, he or she can easily return to the area by accessing the bookmark. Users can also use bookmarks
to highlight areas on maps that they want others to see.

Exemplary implementation
DSB Kart
https://kart.dsb.no

The bookmarks functionality is available under diﬀerent names.
Sometimes the functionality is named "workspace."

A bookmark can be saved
after providing a name.

Users can return to saved bookmarks listed in a panel.
The panel also enables deleting bookmarks.

References
Adaptive geoportal (Asplan Viak Internet, published 23.03.2017)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SpVw7_PsOw0&t=598s&ab_channel=AsplanViakInternet
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1.3

Workspace
Arbeidsrom
Examples of use
Kystinfo
BarentsWatch Arealverkt y

https://kart.kystverket.no
https://kart.barentswatch.no

Description
Workspace extends the functionality provided through bookmarks. The same as in bookmarks, workspace lets users save
a speci ic map extent and a map con iguration that can be restored later on or provided to other users. However, the workspace
functionality oﬀers more features than bookmarks. Along with the map extent and con iguration, users can save accompanying
information such as screenshots, drawn objects (points, lines, polygons), comments and extra documents. Moreover, each
workspace can be supplemented by a list of email addresses of persons who are to be granted access to the workspace.

Exemplary implementation
BarentsWatch Arealverkt y
https://kart.barentswatch.no

A workspace can be supplemented by screenshots.
Each workspace needs to be assigned to a speci ic "case." The user can
assign a workspace to one of the existing cases or create a new one.

A workspace can be saved
with drawn vector objects
such as points, lines and
polygons.

A workspace can be supplemented by email addresses of those who are granted access.
A workspace can be supplemented by accompanying documents.

A workspace can be
supplemented by
comments.

References
Arealverktøyet Del 5 – Til samarbeid med andre (Barents Watch, 30.01.2019)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OggpkywDSNI&list=PLC4EDs6aHfF-XnwP3AAAJpSjeXcehorkC&index=5&ab_channel=BarentsWatch
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OggpkywDSNI&ab_channel=BarentsWatch

Modulen arbeidsrom (Kystverket)
https://www.screencast.com/t/e9wk3Xm9Z
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1.4

Playback
Avspilling
Examples of use
Kystinfo
Kystinfo Beredskap
NOFO COP
DSB Kart
BarentsWatch Arealverkt y

https://kart.kystverket.no
https://beredskap.kystverket.no
https://cop.nofo.no
https://kart.dsb.no
https://kart.barentswatch.no

Description
Insight into changes over time enables decision makers to gain a comprehensive understanding of an incident situation along
with circumstances and context. Therefore, it is of importance to map based tools to display not only the current picture, but
also to support visual exploration of changes over time through the use of timeline panels or other control panels. In the example
below, the timeline panel beneath the map panel is used to display three lines that symbolize three active layers concerning
marine traf ic and automatic identi ication systems (AIS) over the last year. Users can use the yellow vertical line to set
a speci ic timeslot.

Exemplary implementation
Kystinfo
https://kart.kystverket.no

Three thematic overlays concerning marine traf ic with automatic
identi ication system (AIS) contain temporal data.

A vertical slider lets users
set a speci ic timeslot.

A timeline panel contains three horizontal
The play button lets users
lines that symbolize three active map layers, display map animation.
which contain temporal data.

References
Del 1 - Introduksjon til Arealverktøyet (Barents Watch, 01.06.2022)
https://vimeo.com/716324082
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bj26ldiQeGE&ab_channel=BarentsWatch
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1.5

Map sharing
Kartdeling
Examples of use
Kystinfo
Kystinfo Beredskap
NOFO COP
DSB Kart
BarentsWatch Arealverkt y

https://kart.kystverket.no
https://beredskap.kystverket.no
https://cop.nofo.no
https://kart.dsb.no
https://kart.barentswatch.no

Description
The workspace function lets map administrators grant map access to other users. However, a created map can be shared
diﬀerently. For instance, a speci ic map URL can be given to other users. A map can be also saved as a PDF or image ile, which
can be printed, used in other documents or sent as an email attachment. A map can be also saved as a jpeg ile along with
a georeference jgw ile (world ile). Finally, an embed code for a website or blog can be generated with drawn objects and
thematic overlays being included.

Exemplary implementation
NOFO COP
https://cop.nofo.no

There is a number of methods to share a speci ic map composition.
A speci ic map composition can be shared via Facebook, Twitter, and
Linkedin; a map URL can be also gained and sent out using email.

A speci ic map composition to be shared with other users.

References
NOFO COP – Deling og utskrift (Kystinfo Beredskap) (NOFO Norsk Oljevernforening For Operatørselskap, published 06.07.2017)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MduNRhdAiTU&ab_channel=NOFONorskOljevernforeningForOperat%C3%B8rselskap

Adaptive geoportal (Asplan Viak Internet, published 23.03.2017)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SpVw7_PsOw0&t=598s&ab_channel=AsplanViakInternet
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2.1

Draw
Tegne
Examples of use
Kystinfo
Kystinfo Beredskap
NOFO COP
DSB Kart
BarentsWatch Arealverkt y

https://kart.kystverket.no
https://beredskap.kystverket.no
https://cop.nofo.no
https://kart.dsb.no
https://kart.barentswatch.no

Description
The draw function lets users draw vector objects on a map. Typically three types of shapes can be drawn: points, lines, and
polygons. The drawing process can be facilitated through the use of snapping as well as object moving and rotating. Drawn
objects can be customized in terms of ill and line thickness. Moreover, the objects can be given attributes and descriptions;
once the objects are drawn, they can be downloaded. Drawing can be assisted by some auxiliary functions, for instance,
buﬀers can be generated for created objects. Finally, the draw function can be used to measure distances and areas on a map
since all spatial characteristics are generated for drawn objects.

Exemplary implementation
DSB Kart
https://kart.dsb.no

Users need to determine a type of shape to be drawn.
Here, point, line, or polygon objects can be drawn.

Drawn objects can be customized in terms of color,
line width, as well as object transparency.

Drawing process can be
facilitated by snapping,
labels, moving, and rotating.

Created objects are grouped in layers. The object
manager lets users access (edit, delete) speci ic objects.
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2.2

Report
Innrapportering
Examples of use
Adaptive Dialog

https://demo.adialog.no

Description
This is a generic citizen science functionality where everyone can report on anything with a location, descriptive information,
image, etc. Citizens may want to report on their observations, for example, of failures of critical infrastructure exposed to
various hazards and incidents. Such a task can be executed using the report functionality, in which, after providing name and
contact information, the user is supposed to perform observation and type in its details. The description may be accompanied
by photos or videos that can be uploaded to the observation. To facilitate informed reporting, users have access to the street
view perspective that gives insight into the geographical context of the observation.

Exemplary implementation
Adaptive Dialog
https://demo.adialog.no

First, the user is supposed to type in
name and contact information.

Users have access to already reported observations.

Textual description
may be accompanied
by photos or videos.

Observation details need to be
provided in adequate text ields.

References
Adaptive Dialog (Asplan Viak Internet, published 07.12.2016)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mg8pBAV76OM&ab_channel=AsplanViakInternet
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2.3

User data
Brukerde inerte data
Examples of use
Kystinfo
Kystinfo Beredskap
NOFO COP
DSB Kart
BarentsWatch Arealverkt y

https://kart.kystverket.no
https://beredskap.kystverket.no
https://cop.nofo.no
https://kart.dsb.no
https://kart.barentswatch.no

Description
Typically, a map-based tool provides users with a number of thematic overlays that concern themes of essential importance
to the target audience of the tool. However, it sometimes happens that provided overlays are insuf icient and users need to
display other overlays than those available by default in the tool. In such cases, custom data can be added to the map display
as “user data.” In the example below, the tool provides diﬀerent ways to add user data. One can add WMS layers from
a catalog of prede ined WMSs or can add a WMS layer of any kind. Additionally, a single ile data can be uploaded, for instance,
KML, CSV, or GeoJSON, or inally, ESRI shape iles can be uploaded and shown on the map.

Exemplary implementation
Kystinfo Beredskap
https://beredskap.kystverket.no

User data can be added to the map in four diﬀerent ways in
both, raster (WMS) and vector (e.g., KML, GeoJSON) format.

Two custom thematic overlays have been added to the map from the catalog of prede ined
WMSs: KvikkleireFaregrad (hazard degree of quick clay landslides) and KvikkleireRisiko
(risk of quick clay landslides).

References
NOFO COP – Brukerde inerte data (Kystinfo Beredskap) (NOFO Norsk Oljevernforening For Operatørselska, published 06.07.2017)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QGTzCTqfzc&ab_channel=NOFONorskOljevernforeningForOperat%C3%B8rselskap
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2.4

Administrate incident
Administrere hendelse
Examples of use
Kystinfo Beredskap
NOFO COP

https://beredskap.kystverket.no
https://cop.nofo.no

Description
Administrating incidents is of essential importance to ef icient emergency management during various hazardous events.
Oil spill is one of them. In the example below, irst, an incident name, type and date needs to be created. An individual also
needs to provide own name, a short information about the incidents and its geographic coordinates. Next, after registration
of the incident, the individual can add related assessments, piers, various reported observations such as oil spill spreads,
oil spill on water, oiled birds, or wrecks, and inally, can add mobilized resources such as helicopters and various types
of vessels.

Exemplary implementation
Kystinfo Beredskap
https://beredskap.kystverket.no

First, an incident (here, an oil spill) needs to be registered.
An oil spill spread can be drawn to show contaminated area.

After registration of an incident, various related objects and information
can be added, for instance, reported observations of oiled birds.

Incident name, type and date need to be determined by the person who is registering.
Furthermore, the person can provide auxiliary information and upload data (such as ESRI
shape iles, KMLs or GPXs) to be shared with others who have access to the registered incident.

References
Adaptive Oil Spill Response System (Asplan Viak Internet, published 08.05.2017)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LRWaJ4cV-rM&ab_channel=AsplanViakInternet
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3.1

Layer ﬁltering
Filtrering av temalag
Examples of use
Kystinfo
Kystinfo Beredskap
BarentsWatch Arealverkt y

https://kart.kystverket.no
https://beredskap.kystverket.no
https://kart.barentswatch.no

Description
Layers that can be iltered can be customized in terms of the content. It means that users can determine layer objects that are
to be displayed on the map and those, which become hidden. Therefore, the layer is legible and contains only those elements
that are of importance to the user. For example, in the screenshot below, the content of the layer concerning ship traf ic has
been limited to cruise ships, longer than 150 meters and larger than 30 001 G.T.

Exemplary implementation
BarentsWatch Arealverkt y
https://kart.barentswatch.no

Three criteria have been used to ilter thematic layer.

After iltering, the map contains only those objects that full il determined criteria.
The map is legible and presents information of importance to the user.
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3.2

Area analysis
Områ deanalyse
Examples of use
Kystinfo
BarentsWatch Arealverkt y

https://kart.kystverket.no
https://kart.barentswatch.no

Description
Area analysis summarizes objects within determined areas. Therefore, at least one drawn shape and one thematic overlay must
be visible. Users need to be aware that the analysis typically includes all active drawn shapes, even those outside the map
extent. A report is generated either as a separate ile, e.g., a PDF, or in a pop up window. The latter case is visible in the
screenshot below. The report contains an interactive line chart, where lines can be disabled.

Exemplary implementation
BarentsWatch Arealverkt y
https://kart.barentswatch.no

Users need to select data that are to be included in the area analysis.

A report generated for the objects within the area drawn
on the map. Users can click on the color rectangles
to disable / enable speci ic lines (categories).

At least one drawn object needs
to be determined to perform
area analysis.

References
Arealverktøyet Del 3 – Tidsdimensjon og bruk av analysemodulen (Barents Watch, 30.01.2019)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OggpkywDSNI&list=PLC4EDs6aHfF-XnwP3AAAJpSjeXcehorkC&index=5&ab_channel=BarentsWatch
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3.3

Overview
Oversikt
Examples of use
Adaptive Dialog

https://kart.kystverket.no

Description
Overview enables users to instantly inspect a number of observations reported on a map. An insight into the data is facilitated
through the use of charts and plots, in the example below, pie charts.

Exemplary implementation
Adaptive Dialog
https://demo.adialog.no

A time period needs to be determined to gain a visual overview
of the reported observations shown on the map to the left.

Visual overview is provided in the form of pie charts.

References
Adaptive Dialog (Asplan Viak Internet, 07.12.2016)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mg8pBAV76OM&ab_channel=AsplanViakInternet
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3.4

Comparison
Sammenlikne data
Examples of use
BarentsWatch Arealverkt y

https://kart.barentswatch.no

Description
In some cases, although users display a map that shows a speci ic dataset, they need to compare the dataset’s changes over
time. Such a task can be facilitated by the comparison functionality, in which, in a separate map window, two horizontally
arranged maps show two diﬀerent timestamps. Since the maps are divided by a vertical slider, the user can move it and
thus, can visually compare various parts of the map.

Exemplary implementation
BarentsWatch Arealverkt y
https://kart.barentswatch.no

A speci ic timestamp
needs to be selected
for the map to the left.

A vertical slider enables
users to set and move a line
on the map to delineate the
division between two map
timestamps.

A speci ic timestamp needs to be selected for the map to the right.

A new map window pops up to compare two timestamps.
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3.5

Drift analysis
Drivbaneberegning
Examples of use
Kystinfo Beredskap
NOFO COP

https://beredskap.kystverket.no
https://cop.nofo.no

Description
Drift analysis forecasts the trajectory for everything from the spread of pollutants during oil spills as well as ishing boats to man
overboard. Alerts can be issued at any time of the day, every day, all year round. The models need input on weather, current and
waves to calculate the drift path of a given object as accurately as possible. Forecasts for emergency response play a signi icant
role both in contingency planning and when decisions are to be made immediately during emergency events. Knowledge of
where oil spills will drift in the irst 24 hours after a spill, tells where it will be appropriate to lay out booms and dispersants
to protect the shoreline.

Exemplary implementation
Kystinfo Beredskap
https://beredskap.kystverket.no

Drift trajectory and oil dispertion points stranded and active on or under surface.
Details of the simulations calculated
for the start points shown on the map.

Oil spill start points along with emergency response areas.

References
Drivbanemodeller (BarentsWatch, 15.06.2022)
https://www.barentswatch.no/artikler/Drivbanemodeller/
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4.1

Resource monitoring
Ressursovervå king
Examples of use
Tellus
TransMed
TransFire

Locus Public Safety / Geodata
Locus Public Safety
Locus Public Safety

Description
An essential aspect of decision making processes during emergency events concerns monitoring of resources. Therefore, all
those emergency responders who engage own resources such as police and medical service, prioritize optimization of resource
management as quick and ef icient response and the safety of own personnel are always of primary importance. Therefore, for
example, in the TransMed 7 tool (see below) used in medical emergency centers in Norway, on a map, users can see available
ambulances along with incidents and points of interest (POI). Additionally, ambulances with their details are listed in
a separate panel.

Exemplary implementation
TransMed 7

Map shows ambulances (arrows), incidents
(circles) as well as points of interest (POIs).

Map is accompanied by other functionalities
such as searching for address points.

Ambulances and their status are also listed in a separate panel. Other tabs of the panel
list incidents, POIs, missions, as well as performed telephone conversations.

References
Knutsen, J., & Wikströ m, J., Locus Brukerforum 2012 (accessed 05.07.2022)
https://docplayer.me/19085034-Transmed-7-jannicke-knutsen-johan-wikstrom-locus-brukerforum-2012.html

Glittum, M., Seminar om beslutningsstøtte. Metoder og teknologier for beslutningsstøtte i ulykkessituasjoner (accessed 05.07.2022)
https://docplayer.me/33661628-Seminar-om-beslutningsstotte-metoder-og-teknologier-for-beslutningsstotte-i-ulykkessituasjoner.html
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4.2

Assignment management
Oppdragsledelse
Examples of use
Tellus
TransMed
TransFire

Locus Public Safety / Geodata
Locus Public Safety
Locus Public Safety

Description
Incident plus resource equals mission (task): this is the most important purpose of map-based tools supporting irst emergency
responders. Once an incident is being identi ied and registered with a speci ic address, type of problem, and sometimes, with
a speci ic status (e.g., in the screenshot below, red, yellow or green status depending on a registered health problem), resources
are being assigned to the incident and directed to the incident address and thus, a mission is being initiated. Emergency
operators use map-based tool to keep track of ongoing and waiting missions.

Exemplary implementation
TransMed 8

List of registered incidents with identi ied
health problems, addresses and status.

A map to show incidents, own resources and those from other emergency
responders, and to present various points of interest.

Ongoing missions established once incidents
are assigned speci ic resources.

List of tasks that have not been
assigned resources yet.

References
Knutsen, J., & Wikströ m, J., Locus Brukerforum 2012 (accessed 05.07.2022)
https://docplayer.me/19085034-Transmed-7-jannicke-knutsen-johan-wikstrom-locus-brukerforum-2012.html

Furland, S., Nyheter fra Locus Public Safety (accessed 06.07.2022)
https://docplayer.me/1198196-Nyheter-fra-locus-public-safety.html
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5.1

Proximity analysis
Nærhetsanalyse
Examples of use
Tellus
TransMed
TransFire

Locus Public Safety / Geodata
Locus Public Safety
Locus Public Safety

Description
Proximity analysis allows users to search for emergency resources such as police cars or ambulances nearby a speci ied address
point where help is requested. Along with the distance, a forecasted response time is typically provided. Of course, not only
emergency responses can be investigated in the proximity analysis but also other objects, such as points of interest, critical
infrastructure or other incidents.

Exemplary implementation
Tellus

Selected resource along with details.

An address point to be used
in the proximity analysis.

Selected resource with the suggested
route to the mission address.

Parameters such as a response time
threshold and a distance threshold
to be used in the proximity analysis.

Search results that ful ill
determined parameters.

References
Nå få r operasjonssentralene nytt kartsystem (Politiforum, 01.11.2018)
https://www.politiforum.no/na-far-operasjonssentralene-nytt-kartsystem/148804

Hjulstad, D., Tellus. Ny GEO-plattform i politiet. Geoklar, Lillestrøm 8 November 2018 (accessed 05.07.2022)
https://geoforum.no/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/3_Ny-geo-plattform-i-Politiet.-Hjulstad.pdf
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5.2

Route calculation and driving description
Ruteplanlegger
Examples of use
Kystinfo
DSB Kart
Tellus
TransMed
TransFire

https://kart.kystverket.no
https://kart.dsb.no
Locus Public Safety / Geodata
Locus Public Safety
Locus Public Safety

Description
Route calculation can be executed either between two objects (address points) on a map or between a resource and an open
incident. Apart from displaying on a map one or more calculated route suggestions, a comprehensive driving description
can be provided to facilitate navigation. The latter case is exempli ied in the screenshot below, where, apart from a driving
distance and a driving time, navigation details are displayed along with the total cost of toll roads.

Exemplary implementation
Kystinfo
https://kart.kystverket.no

A route suggestion is displayed on the map between a given starting address point
(green dot) and a destination address point (red dot). Speci ic objects are presented
along the route suggestion such as toll gates
and road works
.

A bookmark can be saved
after providing a name.

Users can return to saved bookmarks listed in a panel. The panel also enables deleting bookmarks.
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5.3

Response time areas
Responstidsområ der
Examples of use
Tellus
TransMed
TransFire

Locus Public Safety / Geodata
Locus Public Safety
Locus Public Safety

Description
Response time areas determine coverage areas for given time intervals for a resource from its present position. In the
example below, the time intervals have been set as 5, 10 and 25 minutes with the coverage areas green, yellow, and red,
respectively. Additionally, apart from the response time areas of a selected emergency vehicle (here, a police car),
incident address along with a suggested route have been shown on the map. Finally, the map shows positions of other
resources.

Exemplary implementation
Tellus

Mission address

Response areas with time thresholds
and corresponding colors.

Selected resource

Suggested route

References
Knutsen, J., & Wikströ m, J., Locus Brukerforum 2012 (accessed 05.07.2022)
https://docplayer.me/19085034-Transmed-7-jannicke-knutsen-johan-wikstrom-locus-brukerforum-2012.html

Hjulstad, D., Tellus. Ny GEO-plattform i politiet. Geoklar, Lillestrøm 8 November 2018 (accessed 05.07.2022)
https://geoforum.no/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/3_Ny-geo-plattform-i-Politiet.-Hjulstad.pdf
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5.4

Driving range
Kjøretidsområ de
Examples of use
Tellus
TransMed
TransFire

Locus Public Safety / Geodata
Locus Public Safety
Locus Public Safety

Description
Driving range analysis shows how far a patrol car can drive in a given time. This function is similar to the response areas
analysis.

Exemplary implementation
Tellus

The position of a patrol car for which the driving
range analysis is being calculated.

A driving range area

References
Nå få r operasjonssentralene nytt kartsystem (Politiforum, 01.11.2018)
https://www.politiforum.no/na-far-operasjonssentralene-nytt-kartsystem/148804
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Analysis of human spatial behavior

6.1

Geogra isk adferdsanalyse
Examples of use
Tellus

Description
Gives an indication of where a person may have gone, by analyzing the easiest path from a point in diﬀerent directions.

Exemplary implementation
Tellus

One of the sixteen diﬀerent directions calculated for a given
geographic position indicating where a person may have gone.

Potential walking directions are overlaid by
polygons indicating searching areas assigned
to diﬀerent emergency responders.

A point from which potential walking directions are calculated.

References
Nå få r operasjonssentralene nytt kartsystem (Politiforum, 01.11.2018)
https://www.politiforum.no/na-far-operasjonssentralene-nytt-kartsystem/148804
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6.2

Buﬀer analysis
Buﬀeranalyse
Examples of use
Tellus

Description
In the buﬀer analysis, users irst need to de ine a point, a line or an area. Next, a desired distance from this has to be de ined,
whereupon the system speci ies a buﬀer zone. A follow up step can concern further analysis. For example, in the screenshot
below, all address points have been identi ied that are within the buﬀer calculated around a point object set in the central
railway station in Oslo, Norway.

Exemplary implementation
Tellus

A buﬀer area calculated for a point set in the central railway station
in Oslo, Norway. Buﬀer analysis has been proceeded by a dispersion
analysis for a point similar to the point of the buﬀer analysis.

Address points within the buﬀer.

List of all address points within the buﬀer.

References
Nå få r operasjonssentralene nytt kartsystem (Politiforum, 01.11.2018)
https://www.politiforum.no/na-far-operasjonssentralene-nytt-kartsystem/148804

Hjulstad, D., Tellus. Ny GEO-plattform i politiet. Geoklar, Lillestrøm 8 November 2018 (accessed 05.07.2022)
https://geoforum.no/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/3_Ny-geo-plattform-i-Politiet.-Hjulstad.pdf
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6.3

Viewshed analysis
Frisiktanalyse
Examples of use
Tellus

Description
Viewshed analysis allows users to see what is visible from a speci ic point by delineating a viewshed, i.e., the area that is visible
(on the base terrain surface) from a given location in the terrain. The analysis uses the elevation value of each cell of the digital
elevation model to determine visibility to or from a particular cell. The location of this particular cell varies depending on the
needs of the analysis.

Exemplary implementation
Tellus

The speci ic point for which the viewshed analysis is being performed.

Area visible from the given location.

References
Nå få r operasjonssentralene nytt kartsystem (Politiforum, 01.11.2018)
https://www.politiforum.no/na-far-operasjonssentralene-nytt-kartsystem/148804
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6.4

Dispersion analysis
Spredningsanalyse
Examples of use
Tellus

Description
Dispersion analysis allows users to mark on a map, a point of a toxic gas emission, explosion hazard or smoke development,
as well as wind direction and wind strength. The system then indicates red, yellow and green zones in the surrounding area
that is exposed to the hazardous material.

Exemplary implementation
Tellus

The point of a toxic gas emission.

Red, yellow, and green zones of exposure in the surrounding area.

References
Nå få r operasjonssentralene nytt kartsystem (Politiforum, 01.11.2018)
https://www.politiforum.no/na-far-operasjonssentralene-nytt-kartsystem/148804

Hjulstad, D., Tellus. Ny GEO-plattform i politiet. Geoklar, Lillestrøm 8 November 2018 (accessed 05.07.2022)
https://geoforum.no/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/3_Ny-geo-plattform-i-Politiet.-Hjulstad.pdf
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6.5

Density analysis
Tetthetsanalyse
Examples of use
Tellus

Description
Density analysis facilitates overview concerning speci ic emergency aspects. An example concerns providing information
about density of patrol cars in a given area.

Exemplary implementation
Tellus

Density is shown using color coded grid cells.

References
Politiets operasjonssentraler få r nytt kartverktøy: – Overmodent for utskifting (Politiforum, 24.10.2017)
https://www.politiforum.no/gis-kart-operasjonssentral/politiets-operasjonssentraler-far-nytt-kartverktoy--overmodent-for-utskifting/140529
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